
. Jeremy Gunn 	 1/24/95 

6 0 E St., NU #208 
shington, DC 20530 

D.ar Jeremy, 

If usiwIethe disks presents any problem, i should have told you last evening 
tiat you are welcome to borrow the rintout I have. 

1'y ease remembrr in Igeadin it that I have not and that insertions may have been 
wa do other than whore I intended. 

I hope you can understand why although 'lour board is ma free to use what Was 
t published in Case upon in any way it may want I do not want any other use made 
it. It is not because I  have any plans for .trying to get it published as a book, 

which 1 think it could be with simple editing. Should be. I do not have making any 
e -fort in mind. I du not want it misused, as is common in the field, and with what can 
apwen, I want it to be available for any future uses that might be possible. Hood 

C liege has all the rights to all My work. I do not expect to be around for any possible 
f Lure Uses. 

Inherently my work is also a study of the failure of our basic institutions at 
)at time of great stress and since then. 

Bad it not been for those failures, your board would not exist. 
Unpublished that work is now much broader and I'm trying to add to it as best I can. 
I want it to elist uncorrupted in any way. 

As aeu saw I pay a price for 	all working in the field unsupervised access to 
a .1 i got under FOIL. But none had any occasion to work in the files from which that 
.iLAa1710 ane TV Reports bon is missing.I do not remember ever discussing it with any of 
tips° who worked in teose basement files. 

If you have any questions about any of the copies you took with you, please ask. 
Good uckt 

Harold Weisberg 


